The bean fly (Ophiomyia spp.) is considered the most economically damaging field insect pest of common beans in Uganda. Data on bean fly incidence, severity and root damage from bean stem maggot were collected. Generalized Linear Mixed Models (GLMM) revealed significant resistance to bean fly in the Ugandan common bean traditional varieties grown in farmers’ fields. A popular resistant traditional variety and a popular susceptible commercial variety were selected from the 48 varieties and evaluated in pure and mixed stands.

The proportion of resistant varieties in a mixture and the arrangement type significantly decreased bean fly damage compared to pure stands, with the highest decrease in damage registered in the complete random mixture with at least 50% of resistant variety. Highest reduction in root damage was found in random mixtures with at least 50% of the resistant variety. Bean fly damage can be managed by growing mixtures of varieties with different resistance levels.

Dissecting the mixture:
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The severity of bean fly damage on different varieties of common bean